Move your healthcare organization ahead of the digital payment curve

Replace slow, manual paper-based processes with fast, efficient digital payment solutions for healthcare payers, providers, employees, and patients.

Today, your patients, suppliers, and employees carry new, elevated expectations into every financial transaction—whether it’s getting reimbursed for a travel expense or receiving payment for a large medical supply order. At the same time, healthcare organizations are dealing with unprecedented pressure to optimize revenues and lower costs.

Visa can help your healthcare organization meet these challenges—with digital payment solutions that simplify and automate complex procurement processes, make it easier to pay suppliers and reimburse employees, accelerate incoming and outgoing payments, and more.

These Visa solutions are powered by one of the world’s largest and most capable digital payment networks. They provide a broad range of digital payment capabilities that address your most pressing healthcare payment challenges. And they are ready to help you jump ahead of the payments curve—and deliver better, more efficient payment experiences across your healthcare organization.

Experience the advantages of Visa digital payment solutions

Visa offers digital payment solutions that allow healthcare organizations to:

- **Lower costs and increase productivity** by replacing manual processes with efficient digital payments
- **Add flexible, granular spending controls** for suppliers and employees
- **Help improve patient, supplier, and employee satisfaction** by paying and reimbursing them faster and with less hassle
- **Gain deeper visibility and insights** into spending across your organization through centralized, end-to-end invoice tracking, expense management, and detailed reporting
Explore all the ways Visa makes healthcare payments easier

Visa is well known for its card products and services, but that’s only the beginning. With its **global payment network**, Visa can also help transform how your healthcare organization sends, receive, protects, and manages digital payments—from large supplier transactions down to individual employee and patient reimbursements.

**Visa B2B Card products** and other payment tools make it easy for employees to pay for and manage all kinds of spending—from travel and small, ad-hoc medical supplies to larger business expenses.

**Visa Commercial Pay** provides accounts payable with faster, safer ways to pay. This includes using **virtual cards** and **virtual accounts** to simplify procurement and pay suppliers more quickly—with full visibility and compliance, flexible spending controls, and streamlined digital reconciliation. These solutions also help lower costs through payment automation, card rebates, working lines of credit, and other cost-saving tools.

**Visa Direct** allows you to send real-time digital payments and reimbursements to employees, suppliers, and patients in 30 minutes or less. With **Visa Direct**, you can enable same-day claim payments from healthcare payers, give employees convenient early access to their earned wages, and more¹.

---

**A global digital payment partner you can trust**

When you make Visa your digital payment partner, you gain all the advantages of working with one of the world’s largest, most experienced electronic payment networks. Your Visa advantage includes:

- **Broad reach** — with more than 3.7 billion cards worldwide
- **Access to a network of networks** that provides high levels of acceptance and connections to more healthcare payers and suppliers
- **Expanded digital access** designed to optimize your payment processes and help drive your digital transformation with virtual card payments
- **A deep pool of expert resources** to help optimize the deployment and use of your Visa payment solutions

---

**Bring the power of digital payments to your healthcare organization**

**Contact us** to learn more about how Visa can help unlock the convenience and savings of digital payments across your healthcare organization.

---

¹ Actual fund availability depends on receiving financial institution, receiving account type, region, and whether transaction is domestic or cross-border.